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BOOK REVIEWS
M agnetic Field Generation in Electrically Conducting Fluids. H . K. Moffatt. Cambridge CniYersity Press, London ~ew York, 1978. x + 343 pp.
$29.50.
Unlike the gravity field of a planet, which is
dominated by hydrostatics, the magnetic field provides information on the internal dynamics and
structure. Despite the obvious importance of such
data in understanding t he structure and eYolution
of planets, the interpretation of planetary magnetic
fields is still at a primiti,·e stage. Dynamo theory i~
generally thought to pro,·ide the explanation for
large magnetic fields in most cosmic bodies, particularly the Earth. the Sun , and Jupiter, and
Professor :Moffatt has pa rtially filled a gap in the
scientific literature by proYiding the first monograph
devoted to t his theory.
Dynamo theory is presently in the unfortunate
position of offering very little predicti,·e power.
T he a bsence of a syste matic theoretical basis for
the interpretation of obsen·ations had led to the
persistence of phenomenological recipes such as the
"magnetic Bode's law," and to the continuing interest in alternath·e, more exotic theories. NeYertheless, the understanding of dynamo theory is rapidly
adYancing, and this rapid advance is well represented in :Moffat's book, where over half the references a re from 1970 or later. The dynamo problem is
one of quite se\·ere mathematical complexity, in
which physical intuition and dimensional analysis
a re powerful tools but inadequate by themseh·es.
T he approach Moffat uses is based on a course of
lectures given by him to graduat~ students reading
Part III of the Mathematical Tripos at Cambridge
University, and it is not therefore surprising that
the emphasis is on mathematical rigor, sometimes at
the expense of physical reasoning or relevance.
However, there is one recurring idea in t he book
which probably has profound relevance to astrophysical bodies: the importance to dynamo generation of fluid flows which lack reflexional symmetry.
T he simplest expression of this property is " helicity,"
defined as the dot product of velocity and vorticity.
A nonzero a ,·erage helicity can a rise in rotating
fluids where, for example, the flow is topologica lly
symme tric or there is a density gradient.
Helicity alone or together with differential rota·

tion can ensure dynamo generation, proYided the
flow has sufficient amplitude. Aside from the essential role of rotation, the crucial development in the
theory was the realization that the helicity of smallscale motions can generate a large-scale field. AJ.
though this effect (now called the a-effect) was
present in Parker's work of the mid-19!l0s, :VIoffatt
correctly empha izes the dramatic de,·elopments of
the East German school of Steenbcck, Krause, and
Radler in the mid-1960s, which led to the new subject of mean field electrodynamics. I n addition to
being mathematically tracta ble, the theory is physically appealing, in view of the turbulent character
of fluid planetary cores.
The strongest features of this book are the subjects to which :VIoffatt has made important contributions: mean field electrodynamic and the statistical description of mall-scale ,·elocity and magnetic fields, waves influenced by Coriolis and Lorentz
forces, and helicity generation. The:se ~ections are
balanced by a description of laminar dynamo theory
a nd an excelJen t sun·ey of the known analytical and
numerical dynamo models. An up-to-date description of the geomagnetic and solar magnetic fields
is also proYided.
Planetary scientists might be disappointed at the
breYity of M offatt's three-page disc ussion of planets
other than t he Earth. Ko mention is made of the
controYersy between Russell and Dolgino,· concerning the magneti.c fields of Yenus a nd Mars, the
references to the field of Mercury and the structure
of Jupiter do not adequately represent the state of
the art, a nd the M oon is not e,·en mentioned.
Moffatt treads carefully in his discussion of controYersial issues such as the relati ,.e role of external
driYing (such as precession) a nd internal driving
(such as t herma l convection ) in planetary dynamos.
He also repeats the often stated view that t he slow
rotation of Venus precludes a dynamo, despite the
fact that large-scale motions in Venus of comparable
velocity to those in the Earth's core (I0- 2 em/ sec)
would still be much less rapid than the rotational
,·elocity of the core, indicating that even the slow
rotation of Venus can be dynamically important.
A crucial issue such as this require clarification,
since there may be alternati,·e explanations for the
small field (such as the possible absence of an inner
core).
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The final chapter is on dynamically con;;istent
ln 1:tmos in which the equa tions of motion and in 'du"
- wn a re simultaneously soh·ed. Thi hiF;hly nonlint· r problem is ob,·iously where the future of
dnH\mo theory lies, since it is only by understanding
the dynamic and energetic constraints that we can
ho~w to interpret t he magnit udes and spectra of
planetary magnetic fields. It i~ too early yet to
di:;..ern the outlines of a pred ictiYe dynamo theory
that is rele\·ant to planets and usable by planetary
phy-icists, and it may be that the planets in our
.;olar ystem are too dissimilar for an all-encompa,-11lg scheme, but the path is clear.
The layout, clarity of expression, and a bsence of
trp" graphical errors conform to the usual high
standards of Cambridge univcr~ity Press. :\Ioffatt
ha> done an excellent job in co,·ering the present
5 tate of the theory, and his work will be im·aluable
to , udents and researchers who a re interested in
th1 • difficult and cha llenging problem.
D. J.

::;TEvE:-; so:-~

:t u. ralian .\"ational ~-niversity,
Re-'"'rch S chool of Earth S ciences,
P.U Box 4, Canberra 2600 Australia
Radiative Process in Meteorology and Climatology. G. W. Paltridge and ;\L R. Platt. Else,·ierNorth Holland, Amsterdam and Xew York, 19 77.
318 pp., 841.9-''i.
This book presents a surYey of the aspects of
radiative transfer bearing on the eYaluation of
heati ng rates and energy fluxes in atmospheres.
A wide range of topics is co,·ered- for example,
then· are chapters on aerosols and clouds and
sectwns on nocturnal cooling and ground fog.
Chapter 1 begins v...ith a nice sun·ey of energy
balances and energy fluxes from a global point of
view. After discussion of terminology and a brief
treatment of the nature of the solar output,
Chapter 4 presents a standard de,·elopment of
radiatiYe transfer fundamentals. Two chapters on
ah,,Jrption and scattering of solar radiation follow,
and one on modern long-waYe transfer treatment
methods. The complexities introduced by clouds
and aerosols are discus..."Cd in the next two chapters.
The final chapter is too broadly titled "Radiation
and General Dynamics" -it discusses t he height
of the tropopause, the radiatiYe boundary layer,
and, briefly, cloud dynamics.
I feel that this is a fine introductory book, or
a u-eful reference for those such as dynamici ts
wh.) can benefit from a readable but not extremely
detailed survey. The references to more detailed
work seem to be reasonably complete. I ha ,·e used

portion of the book as a text in a graduate radiati,·e transfer course, with ~uccess. It is more
up to date and I would judge more useful to
planetary scienti ts than Kondratye,·'s book, but
people really im·oh·ed in calculations will need to
consult Goody's book, Hansen's papers, or other
ource.
As usual these days, the price of the book is
a real problem. In this case, since the le,·el of
detail is not sufficient for research users and
students a re clearly priced ou l of the market, it is
not clear just who will be t he purchasers .
PETER

J.

G I ER.\SC H

Center for Radiophysics and Space Research
Cornell University
Ithaca, X ew York 14868
A Short Course in Cloud Physics. R. R. Rogers.
Pergamon Press, Elmsford, X .Y. 227 pp .. 14.50.
This little book is an excellent introduction to
traditional cloud physics with a good balance of
mathematical, descripti,·e, and pictorial material
t hat makes for good lecture materiaL The author
pre ent concise discussions of all of the topics
usually coYered in other cloud physics texts, except
electrical phenomena, with the addition of more
recent data and theory, an excellent disc u~sion of
the thermodynamics of mixing and com·ection,
a nd a brief summary of recent numerical modeling
re ul t~. Each of the fourteen chapters ends with
a problem set which illu trates, emphasizes, and
supplements the main points of the chapter. The
line drawings and photographs are numerous, high
quality, and Yery informatiYe. The reference list
i a complete and up-to-date ( 1975) guide to the
literature, while the subject index i a detailed
guide to the text. This book would find good use
as part of an introductory undergraduate course
in physical meteorology.
The first four chapters (250{; of the book) are
a Yery clear di cussion of the thermodynamic of
Earth's atmosphere used by meteorologists. The
illustrations of the use of the meteorological thermodynamic chart are especially helpful to meteorology students, although these charts are not
really required for later chapters. The only quibble
I haYe concerning these chapters is the u e of the
term "com·ectiYe instabili ty" in Chapter 3 to
refer only to the instability of a volume of air
after it has been lifted by large scale motions.
This may prO\'e confusing to many readers.
The next fh·e chapters (40% of the book) cover
the heart of the cloud physics, namely, the microphysics of both liquid water and water ice clouds

